
1. submarine Reaching the ocean floor requires a specialized submarinsubmarinee.
2. suppress Painkillers don’t fix injuries; they temporarily suppresssuppress symptoms. 
3. subheadings Liam scanned the textbook chapter’s subheadingssubheadings to find the section he 
  wanted.
4. substance Scientists ran multiple tests on the mysterious substancesubstance to identify it. 
5. successor The CEO plans to retire, but only after she chooses her successosuccessorr.
6. supplement Most diets don’t cover all nutritional needs, but a vitamin supplemensupplementt can help.
7. supportive Ezra wants to pursue a career in music, and his family is very supportivsupportivee. 
8. surrogate Hayley acted like a ssuurrrrogateogate mother to the puppies she was fostering. 
9. submerge To keep her hair dry, Aniya did not fully submergesubmerge herself in the pool.
10. suffer  Infrastructure can suffesufferr incredible damage during a hurricane.
11. substitute  How long is there going to be a substitutesubstitute teacher in art class?
12. surrender  Waving a white flag is considered the universal symbol of ssuurrrrendeenderr.
13. suffocate  Smoke from a fire can suffocatesuffocate people long before flames reach them.
14. subconscious  Amalia’s subconscioussubconscious thoughts often come out unintentionally in her poetry.
15. suburban  The differences between urban, suburbasuburbann, and rural life can be stark.
16. succumb  If you stay up every night, you’ll eventually succumbsuccumb to exhaustion.
17. suffix  There are many words that use more than one suffisuffixx, like recklessness.
18. supposed  Aren’t we supposesupposedd to write the date and our class section on all our papers? 
19. suggestion  The library has a suggestionsuggestion box, although most patrons don’t make use of it.

20. subtitles  When subtitlessubtitles lag behind or skip ahead of the visuals, it can be frustrating.

Review Words

21. promotion  The store’s “buy one, get one” promotionpromotion attracted many new customers.
22. perceptive  Jewel is too perceptiveperceptive for her family to successfully hide a surprise party.
23. precision  Mahkai used a digital measuring tool to ensure maximum precisioprecisionn.

Challenge Words

24. sufficient  Ms. Ruff warned that one sentence wasn’t sufficiensufficientt for answering the  
  question.
25. subterranean  One of the largest subtsubteerrrraneananean lakes in the world is located in Tennessee. 
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